Albania - ISA Country Report

Description: These Country Reports are the most insightful, timely and detailed source of economic, political, business and demographic information and analysis available for the country. These Country Reports are updated continuously and released each month, giving you the latest overview of the economic, trade, investment and political situation in the country. Moreover, they provide you with a clear picture of the situation in the country today as well as in the near-term and long-term future. With these Country Reports, you have access to the information and data that you need to make informed decisions regarding your business in the country.

Contents:

Economic Analysis: The Country Reports provide you with detailed economic data and forecasts covering nearly 30 economic indicators. The data provided includes ten years of economic historical data and five years of economic forecasts. Furthermore, all data is supported by robust analysis, enabling you to understand the factors and trends impacting the country's economy. With a strong focus on trade and investment analysis, these Country Reports allow you to understand the economic opportunities and risks in the country, now and in the future.

Political Analysis: The Country Reports also provide detailed information and analysis of the political environment in the country. This includes analysis of the leading political forces in the country, as well as analysis of recent electoral trends. Furthermore, the country's international relations are analyzed in detail. Finally, these Country Reports provide detailed analysis and forecasts for the level of political risk in the country, both today and in the future.

Demographic and Environmental Analysis: The Country Reports include a great deal of demographic data and forecasts to assess the future demographic trends that will shape the country's outlook. Furthermore, the leading demographic risks for the country are analyzed in detail. A robust look at the country's environmental situation is also provided, spelling out the key environmental issues and risks that the country faces and how these will impact the country's future.

Benefits:

Businesses subscribe to these reports to:

- Develop strategies for selling goods and services in international markets
- Compare potential sites for offices, manufacturing facilities and logistics operations
- Assess opportunities and risks in these markets
- Formulate global business plans

Governments subscribe to these reports to:

- Identify sources of foreign investment
- Assess export markets for local businesses
- Analyze opportunities and risks resulting from international trends and developments

Universities subscribe to these reports to:

- Utilize reports and forecasts to support coursework dealing with international markets
- Allow access to reports and forecasts for all faculty, staff and students
- Support research initiatives undertaken by the university

Contents:

1. Key Data and Information
2. Analysis of Recent Events
3. Most Recent Election Result
4. Key Political Parties
5. Structure of the Government
6. Outlook for the Next Election
7. Key Political Issue
8. Relations with Neighboring Countries
9. Potential Conflicts
10. Economic Overview and International Economic Comparisons
11. GDP Growth Rates (2005-2021)
12. Industrial Production Growth Rates (2005-2021)
15. Labor Force
17. Foreign Investment Climate
18. Key Industries
19. Key Economic Issues
21. Population Characteristics
22. Largest Cities
23. Environmental Outlook
24. Key Environmental Issues
25. Risk Outlook (2017-2030)
26. Key Forecast Changes
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